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Welcome to our new Newsletter !!!!

We hope all of you out there had a very Merry Christmas, and a wonderful New Year! Those of us
working on “Annie”, our beloved BT-13, took some time off to be with friends and family, and
with winter here, itʼs kind of nice to be inside where itʼs warm.

Over the last few years, thereʼs been a lot of interest in the aviation community on the return of
Annie to the skyʼs a�er an incident where she sustained someminor damage. As a group, we
decided to start to inform all airplane enthusiasts on the return of a historic warbird to the sky
where she belongs, and so, the beginning of The Hangar Town News.

Before we get to the updates on her restoration, how about a little history of 41-21218……..
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First of all, where did the name “Annie” come from? Several years ago, while undergoing amajor
inspection, a namewas discovered in a very inaccessible place in the wing section. Written on a
spar panel was the name “Annie”, and since itʼs difficult to get to that area, it was assumed to be
one of the workers that built her at the Vultee plant in Downey California. Vultee was the 1st
military company to employ women on the production line with equal pay for equivalent work,
so it seems, we have an airplane that a true “Rosie the Riveter” helped build! Hence, we just call
her “Annie!!
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BT-13A, # 41-21218 was built in late 1941, and purchased by the Army Air Corps on 3-14-42 and
assigned to the 540th Flight Training School, Squadron E-524 at Merced Army Airfield. Over the
war years, shemoved to the 541st BFTS, 734th Sch. Sq., and 3026th AAF B.U.R. until being
declared surplus in 1945. She was sold in November of 1946, but, more on her civilian life later!
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Hundreds of flight students went through training at Merced AAF, and by doing some research on
Fold3 and Fields of Honor Database, we think we have found some of the cadets that MIGHT have
flown Annie while stationed at Merced. This includes 157WASPʼs that were attached to the 35th
Flying Training Wing (3026th AAF Base Unit) in January 1943. Our goal is to preserve this BT-13
as amemory of all those that learned to fly, and went into harmʼs way to defend our country.
Even though she didnʼt see combat, sheʼs a true Warbird!
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We are the caretakers of history, and weʼll never forget those that flew these very skyʼs to protect
our freedom. For sure, The Greatest Generation!
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Whowe are….!

Here are themembers of The Valiant Effort Foundation that are
restoring “Annie” to flight status, hopefully in 2024. We are based at
Livermore Airport (LVK) in the San Francisco Bay Area, and wewant to
thank all that have supported us in this immense project!

Administration:

Martin Michaud, Taurus Fey, Keith Zimbauer, Alex Esguerra

Flight Team:

Martin Michaud, Taurus Fey, Bob Goodwyn, Alex Esguerra, Edgar Xiong

Ground Crew:

Greg Ely, Charlie Bellinie, Taurus Fey, Keith Zimbauer, Bob Goodwyn

Support Team:

Jerod Flohr - pilot, TomNightingale - pilot, Tim Neuharth - pilot, Nick Veronico - writer & book
author, JeffWhitney - mechanic, Mike Flagella - owner Mikeʼs Aero Classics, and all of our hangar
neighbors at LVK

You can also find us@ Valiant Effort on Google and Facebook, or
contact us at:

shinyplanes@gmail.com

Or

elyavhs@gmail.com
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Support Your Local Annie!!
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